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Although light beams do not interact in vacuum, the propagation in a nonlinear optical              

medium alters this situation completely. If the nonlinear medium is a plasma, two intense              

lasers can interact with each other, forming spiraling and braiding patterns when they carry an               

initial amount of angular momentum [1,2]. According to previous analytical and numerical            

calculations considering the interaction of two laser pulses in the plasma, the dynamics is              

determined by relativistic mass corrections associated with the laser fields [1,2]. Here, we             

extend these results, by analysing the interaction between N laser filaments. Using a             

variational approach based on the Non-Linear Schrödinger Equation with the lowest order            

relativistic mass correction, a mechanical analog of an exponential N-body problem for the             

beam centroids and spot-size is developed. Simple analytic solutions for this model are             

derived. We found that the N beams can spiral in a circular motion around the center of mass                  

optical analog. We determined the orbital parameters for such a motion and established             

criteria for the trapping of the beams, based on the mechanical escape velocity. Furthermore,              

the lasers could form a “solar system”, with N-1 beams orbiting a high-power one. Finally,               

the initial configuration of the beams could follow from filamentary processes [3]. In             

particular, the filamentation of an orbital angular momentum carrying laser could originate            

the spiralling and braiding motions of the filaments. These results could prove important in              

the study of new compact plasma based particle and radiation sources.  
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